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Abstract: Recently, the methods of quantum theory (QT), especially quantum information
and probability, started to be widely applied outside of physics: in cognitive, social and
political sciences, psychology, economics, finances, decision making, molecular biology
and genetics. Such models can be called quantum-like, in contrast to real quantum
physical cognitive and biological models. Quantum-like means that only the information
and probability structures of QT are explored. This approach matches the information
interpretation of QT well (e.g., Zeilinger and Brukner, Fuchs and Mermin, D’Ariano), as well
as the informational viewpoint on physics in general (e.g., Wheeler’s “it from bit” paradigm).
In this paper, we propose a quantum-like model of an information laser by precessing the
assumptions on the structure of state spaces of information processors, “information atoms”
(i-atoms) and information fields. The basic assumption is the discrete structure of state
spaces related to quantization of an information analog of energy. To analyze a possible
structure of the state space of i-atoms leading to the possibility to create information lasers,
we have to develop a purely information version of quantum thermodynamics. We did
this by placing the main attention on the derivation of the conditions for the equilibrium
of information exchange between i-atoms and a quantized information field.
Keywords: quantum-like models; information physics; social energy; stimulated
amplification; social actions

1. Introduction
The tremendous development of quantum information and probability and corresponding novel
quantum technologies led to the reconsideration of quantum foundations, e.g., [1], and, in particular,
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to attempts to elaborate new interpretations of quantum theory (QT): the interpretations matching the
quantum information theory. Among a variety of such interpretations, we can mention the information
interpretation of Zeilinger and Brukner [2–4] (here, a quantum state represents private information about
the possible results of measurement), QBism, Quantum Bayesianism, of Fuchs developed in cooperation
with Mermin, Caves and Schack [5–7] (here, a quantum state represents subjective probability about
the possible results of measurement) and the operational approach to QT of D’Ariano developed in
cooperation with Chiribella and Perinotti [9–11] (derivation of QT from natural operational principles
for measurements). In such interpretations of the purely information type, the physical properties of
carriers and processors of information do not play any role; the quantum formalism is interpreted as a
tool to predict the results of measurements. In principle, this approach is going back to Bohr and Pauli;
see Plotnitsky [12,13]. Bohr also emphasized that QT is not about the quantum world by itself, but about
the results of measurements performed on microsystems. However, Bohr’s interpretation did not have the
modern subjective flavor. The present views of Zeilinger and Brukner, Fuchs, Mermin, Caves and Schack
are closer to the views of Pauli, who also emphasized the role of the observer. D’Ariano, Chiribella and
Perinotti are closer to Bohr. The information viewpoint on quantum states can be considered as a part of
the informational physics paradigm based on Wheeler’s famous “it from bit” [14].
This quantum information revolution, experimental, theoretical and foundational, stimulates the
application of the formalism of QT, at least its information/probability part, outside physics. By
neglecting the physical structure of carriers of quantum information, one opens the door to novel
applications, to information transmitters and processors of any nature. Recently, the methods of QT,
especially quantum information and probability, started to be widely applied in cognitive, social and
political sciences, psychology, economics, finances, decision making, molecular biology and genetics;
see, e.g., the monographs [15–20]; cf. [21]. Such models can be called [16] quantum-like, in contrast to
real quantum physical cognitive and biological models. Quantum-like means that only the information
and probability structures of QT are explored. Of course, such applications are justified only if the
classical information/probability approach is inapplicable or the classical models would be too complex
compared to the quantum-like models. In cognition, psychology, psychophysics and finances, one
can find plenty of probabilistic data [16,17,22–35], which is difficult or may be even impossible to
embed in the classical probability model (Kolmogorov, 1933 [36]). It is natural to try to apply the
quantum probability calculus (based on complex probability amplitudes and not simply on probability
measures) as the most approved and established nonclassical probabilistic calculus. Its application leads
to exploring the quantum information theory as generalizing the classical information theory. We also
mention development on quantum-like models in molecular biology, gene expression (lactose-glucose
metabolism for Escherichia coli bacteria [37]) and in the brain’s functioning; see [19] for a quantum-like
processing of information by the brain and [38] for a memory model based on phase matching [39] and
the optimal quantum search algorithm, Long’s algorithm [40,41].
In the present paper, such a quantum-like information framework is used to analyze analogs of
spontaneous and stimulated emission and stimulated absorption for quanta of an information field by
information agents, i-atoms. We show that one can “clean” Einstein’s theory of spontaneous and
stimulated emission and absorption [42] from its physical elements and present the purely information
model of such phenomena. We present the essentials of laser theory in the purely information approach
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by precessing the assumptions on the structure of state spaces of information processors. i-atoms
and information transmitters: excitations of quantized information fields. (In cognitive and social
applications, one can speak about information agents.) The basic assumption is the discrete structure
of state spaces related to quantization of an information analog of energy.
To find possible structures of the state space of i-atoms composing the gain mediums, we analyze
conditions leading to the coincidence of analogs of the Einstein B-coefficients. For this purpose, we
have to develop thermodynamics of quantum-like information systems. Here, we follow Schrödinger’s
representation [43] of the Gibbs approach [44] to thermodynamics based on the exploring of ideal mental
ensembles and combinatorial arguments. We formulate assumptions on information systems leading to
quantum statistics (Bose–Einstein, Fermi and parastatistics). The most important assumption is simply
the indistinguishability of systems. Indistinguishable systems are systems that cannot be distinguished
from one another, even in principle. In quantum physics, species of identical systems include, e.g.,
electrons, photons and atoms.
We remark that a version of classical information thermodynamics was developed in [45] and applied
to model financial cycles, including financial crises [46]; more generally, methods of statistical physics
were widely applied to economics and finances in the framework of econophysics; see, e.g., Mantegna
and Stanley [47] and, for a quantum-like version, Haven [48].
As in physics, in our abstract information model, the four-level laser has advantages in realization
over the simplest two-level laser. Therefore, in this paper, we concentrate on the laser model based on
four-level i-atoms. For such a model, we have to operate with information excitations of two different
types: analogs of photons, radiation excitations, and phonons, vibration excitations. In the field picture,
these are two information fields; they differ by the magnitudes of the information energy of excitations.
One of the possible applications of information laser theory is the modeling of social processes. For
example, the problem of the “explanation” of recent social explosions, especially in the Middle East,
but also in South Europe and the USA, has been debated actively in social and political literature. We
can mention the contributions of P. Mason, F. Fukuyama, E. Schmidt and J. Cohen and I. Krastev to
this debate [49–53]. We point out that the diversity of opinions and conclusions is really amazing.
At the moment, there is no consistent and commonly-accepted theory of these phenomena. In natural
science, clarification is typically approached through mathematical modeling. We can explore this
approach in social science by presenting a model of social explosions based on the quantum-like model
of the information laser. However, in this paper, we want to present a very general abstract framework
applicable to any kind of information agent: humans, animals, insects, cells and artificial cognitive
systems. The social laser model was considered in detail in [54], where the simplest model based on the
human gain medium composed of the two-level agents was elaborated.
2. Thermodynamics from the Combinatorics of the State Distribution
In further modeling, we shall explore the thermodynamics for two types of “information gases”:
(1) consisting of information transmitters, quanta of information; and (2) consisting of information
processors, i-atoms (information agents). However, this information interpretation will be used only
starting with Section 3. In the present section, we present an abstract version of thermodynamics.
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Although thermodynamics was created to describe the statistical behavior of physical systems, its
formalism can be applied (with careful and critical rethinking) to arbitrary systems, which are
characterized by the possibility of assigning them states corresponding to fixed values of some quantity,
“energy” E, which is characterized by additivity with respect to elements of an ensemble of systems.
In fact, E. Schrödinger had already performed such rethinking in his brilliant presentation of statistical
thermodynamics [43]. Thus, he did this work for us, although he did not try to apply his approach
to non-physical systems. In short, Schrödinger applied the Gibbs approach based on ideal ensembles
of identical systems to quantum systems and obtained quantum statistics, both the Bose–Einstein and
Fermi–Dirac cases, in line with practically classical statistical considerations.
The Gibbs picture differs crucially from the physical picture due to Maxwell, Boltzmann and others.
Additionally, the Gibbs picture can be practically automatically used in our mental modeling, opposite
the Maxwell–Boltzmann picture. To use the latter, one has to sure that constraints imposed on physical
gases can also be assumed for “information gases” (in particular, “social gases”). The validity of these
constraints for nonphysical systems is not evident at all. In the Maxwell–Boltzmann picture, there are
N actually existing physical systems in actual physical interaction with each other, i.e., gas molecules
or Planck oscillators. In the Gibbs picture, N identical systems are mental copies of the one system
under consideration. What could it mean to distribute a given amount of energy between these N mental
copies? Schrödinger wrote [43], p. 3: “The idea is, in my view, that you can, of course, imagine that you
really had N copies of your system. Fixing your attention on one of them, you find it in a peculiar kind of “heat
bath” which consists of the N − 1 others.” The crucial point is that both pictures, the physical and mental

ones, lead to the same results, the same theory. Moreover, the mental picture is even more easily adopted
to the quantum case (the main argument from which Schrödinger’s analysis proceeded in [43]). By
operating not with an ensemble of real systems, but with a mental ensemble, we can apply the methods
of statistical thermodynamics not only to physical systems, but to systems of any origin, biological,
cognitive, social, political and financial. The details of the output of the Schrödinger–Gibbs derivation
of the basic thermodynamical laws can be found in [43]. We just illuminate the two basic steps of
these derivations.
Step 1. (Thermodynamics of distinguishable systems) There is an ensemble (mental in general)
of N identical systems; each of them can be in one of the states ψ1 , ..., ψk , ... characterized by the
corresponding energy levels E1 , ..., Ek , ... The state of an ensemble is determined by the indication that
System No. 1 is in a state, say ψj1 , No. 2 in a state ψj2 , ..., No. N in a state, say ψjN (Schrödinger
is careful in his presentation, and he pointed out that one need not assume that a system has the
definite value of energy as its objective property; he wrote that this value can be obtained only on
“inspection”, measurement). Thus, a certain class of states of the ensemble will be indicated by saying
that n1 , ..., nk , ... of the N systems are in the states ψ1 , ..., ψk , ... It is important to remark that n1 , ..., nk , ...
determine not a single state, but a class of states, precisely because the systems in the ensemble are
distinguishable. The number of states belonging to this class is equal to:
P = P (n1 , ..., nk , ...|N, E) =

N!
n1 !n2 !...nk !...

(1)

with the two constraints:
X
i

ni = N,

X
i

ni Ei = E,

(2)
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where N is the number of systems in the ensemble and E is the total energy of this ensemble.
Now, the Gibbs method is based on the following argument. If N is very large (ideally, infinitely
large), then practically all states will belong to the class of states corresponding to the maximal value
of P. By taking into account the constraints (2) and using the Lagrange multipliers λ and µ for these
constraints, we obtain:
X
X
eλ−µEi = N,
Ei eλ−µEi = E.
(3)
i

i

Form the partition function (statistical sum over states):
X
Z=
e−µEi ,

(4)

i

Then, the first multiplier can be easily found: λ = ln(N/Z). This is just the normalization factor. The
second multiplier plays a more important role. It can be connected with average energy per a system in
the ensemble:
∂ ln Z
1X
Ei e−µEi = −
.
(5)
U = E/N =
Z i
∂µ
However, in general, the functional dependence µ = µ(U ) is very complex. Therefore, in
thermodynamics, one assigns the direct meaning to µ as inverse to temperature, µ = 1/T (and then,
typically, the average energy is expressed as a function of temperature, U = U (T )). The invention
of temperature is based on considerations leading to the possibility to operate with a thermometer. In
physics, they are justified: here, we really have various thermometers and well-established procedures
to measure temperature.
However, in coming applications to information (in particular, social) “gases”, measurement of
information temperature is not well established; we simply do not have good thermometers and
procedures for the measurement of such a quantity. Proceeding pragmatically, we just treat the parameter
µ as representing the average energy per system in the ensemble of N systems with the energy levels
(E1 , ..., Ek , ...).
By using (3), we also obtain that the average number of systems per energy level is given by:
n̄k =

nk
e−µEk
=
.
N
Z

(6)

It is convenient to represent it in the form:
n̄k = −

1 ∂ ln Z
.
µ ∂Ek

(7)

This set of equations indicates the distribution of the N systems over their energy levels. Schrödinger
remarked [43], p. 8: “ It may be said to contain, in nutshell, the whole of thermodynamics.”
Step 2. (Thermodynamics of indistinguishable systems) Starting with the thermodynamics of
distinguishable systems, Step 1, we now (following Schrödinger [43]) present new thermodynamics
of m-particle system; particles in such a system are indistinguishable. The main aim is to find a new sum
over states (partition) function Z. Denote by α1 , ..., αj , ... the energy levels of a single particle. Then, a
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definite level (not a class of levels; cf. Step 1 ) Ek of the m-particle system is indicated by the numbers
m1 , ..., mj , ... of particles on the corresponding levels and:
X
Ek =
αs ms .
(8)
s

Hence, the partition function is:
Z=

X

e−µ

P

s

αs m s

,

(9)

(ms )

P
where (ms ) means: over all admissible sets of numbers ms . As always, from ln Z, we can deduce
thermodynamics; in particular, we find the average value of ms :
m̄s = −

1 ∂ ln Z
µ ∂Ek

(10)

In physics, the following two cases are considered: (a) the values admitted for every
ms may be ms = 0, 1, 2, .... (Bose–Einstein statistics); (b) ms = 0, 1 (Fermi–Dirac statistics). We
remark that in physics, so-called para-statistics were also considered (at least in theoretical studies), i.e.,
Case (b) may be generalized to (b)’ ms = 0, 1, ..., q, where q determines the maximal possible number
of particles on the energy level αs . For our further applications outside physics, it is important to remark
that in the Gibbs–Schrödinger derivation of quantum thermodynamics, one comes to an understanding
of the necessity of the statistics of the quantum type practically automatically: there are just these
logical choices for ms for ensembles of compound indistinguishable systems. In principle, in further
information applications, there are no reasons to restrict possible quantum(-like) statistics to (a) and (b);
para-statistics of the (b)’-type are also possible. However, for a moment, we restrict our considerations to
Bose–Einstein and Fermi–Dirac statistics. It is easy to see [43] that the corresponding partition functions
can be expressed as:
Y
Y
1
Z = ZBE =
,
Z
=
Z
=
(1 + e−µαs ).
(11)
FD
−µαs
1
−
e
s
s
This leads to the following basic expression for the average value of ms :
m̄s =

1
1 µαs
e
ξ

∓1

(12)

where 0 < ξ ≤ 1 is the so-called parameter of degeneration, ξ = ξ(m). Then, one gets the average
energy as:
X
αs
U=
(13)
1 µαs
e ∓1
s ξ
This is all that we need for our further thermodynamical considerations. We repeat that our outline of
Schrödinger’s presentation was practically free from physics. It can be applied to any kind of systems
to which we can assign a quantity analogue of the energy; its only feature is that it can be additively
redistributed over subsystems. We also used the indistinguishability of subsystems, “particles”, of a
compound m-particle system. This assumption implies the specific form of the basic thermodynamical
quantity: the partition function (9). Then, we restricted considerations to standard quantum statistics,
but we may proceed with any para-statistics, as well. Thus, in short, the only important feature is
indistinguishability. Additionally, this is evidently not a feature of solely quantum systems.
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3. Information Fields and Atoms
In our modeling, the notion of information is a primary notion, which is not definable with the aid of
more fundamental notions, such as probability. Such an approach matches various purely-informational
approaches to physics celebrated in Wheeler’s statement: “It from bit. Otherwise put, every ‘it’, every
particle, every field of force, even the space-time continuum itself derives its function, its meaning, its very
existence entirely - even if in some contexts indirectly from the apparatus-elicited answers to yes-or-no questions,
binary choices, bits. ‘It from bit’ symbolizes the idea that every item of the physical world has at bottom—a
very deep bottom, in most instances—an immaterial source and explanation; that which we call reality arises in
the last analysis from the posing of yes no questions and the registering of equipment-evoked responses; in short,
that all things physical are information-theoretic in origin and that this is a participatory universe.” We also cite
Chalmers [55] comment on this statement: “Wheeler (1990) has suggested that information is fundamental to
the physics of the universe. According to this ‘it from bit’ doctrine, the laws of physics can be cast in terms of
information, postulating different states that give rise to different effects without actually saying what those states
are. It is only their position in an information space that counts.” We are mainly interested in the quantum
theoretical version of informational physics, as the Zeilinger–Brukner informational interpretation of QT. We
also mention the information viewpoint on Bohmian mechanics based on the active information interpretation
of the quantum potential. This interpretation was elaborated by Bohm and Hiley [56]. It is amazing that even
an ontological model of quantum phenomena, Bohmian mechanics, naturally generates the purely information
interpretation of its basic entity, the quantum potential. The active information interpretation opened the door for
applications of the formalism of Bohmian mechanics outside physics, in particular in mathematical modeling of
quantum-like cognition [56–59]; later, this formalism was explored in behavioral finances [60,61]. However, in
this paper, we shall not use the Bohmian approach to quantum mechanics.
We complete the informational physics doctrine by the informational cognition doctrine, that cognition with
all its derivatives, unconsciousness and consciousness (individual and social), also has the purely informational
structure. Thus, we try to resolve Descartes’ body-mind dualism by assigning information the fundamental
unifying feature. However, in this paper, we do not raise deep problems related to informational physics and
cognition. We proceed with the following formal model.
There are two types of information systems to which the previous abstract thermodynamical considerations
can be applied. The first type of systems are information processors. They can absorb and emit information.
The second type of systems are information transmitters. They transmit information to and from information
processors. In applications to cognitive, social and political sciences, economics and finances, information
processors can be treated as information agents. However, we do not restrict the applicability of our approach
to humans. For example, cells and even proteins also can be considered as information processors [20].
The basic quantity under consideration is an information energy, which, as in the above thermodynamical
considerations, has the property of additivity with respect to elements of an ensemble of systems. It characterizes
the ability of information with respect to actions. In informational physics, the interrelation of information and
energy (physical) plays a crucial role; see, e.g., Szilard [62]. However, we want to proceed more generally. We
do not connect the informational energy directly to the physical energy. Our formalism is applicable to other (less
formalized) types of energy: mental, social or financial energy. They characterize the ability of information agents
to perform mental, social and financial actions; see [16,19,45,46,48] on the application of financial (information)
energy. Thus, in the model under development, information is not simply a string of bits, zeros and ones, but it
is also characterized by its potential to perform “work”, where the latter is understood as actions in information
spaces; cf. [59].
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The crucial point of our consideration is the assumption on the discrete structure of informational energy for
(some) information processors. We mimic QT by assuming that they can be only in the states corresponding to the
discrete levels of energy, E0 < E1 < ... < En (for simplicity, we ignore the possibility of the degeneration of the
energy levels). We also assume that they can emit only discrete portions of information energy, Bohr’s rule:
ij = Ei − Ej , j < i

(14)

(the analog of Bohr’s quantization rule). Such information processors we call information atoms, i-atoms.
Quanta of energy ij emitted by i-atoms form a kind of gas (consisting of information transmitters) or an
information field. If we start with the field picture, then quanta are considered as excitations of this field (similarly
to the physical quantum field theory).
It is useful to invent a variety of information fields; e.g., a field of social information; its quanta represent
the ability of humans to perform social actions; or a field of private information, the quanta of which represent
the ability to perform private actions. Quantum information fields of humans differ from the fields of animals,
or insects, or cells. We assume that quanta of information fields satisfy the Bose–Einstein statistics. This is
a very natural assumption, since various information excitations can have the same energy, the same ability to
generate actions.
We understand that our approach is far from being completely formalized. This makes quantitative modeling
difficult. However, it can serve as a good base for the qualitative analysis of a very general class of information
phenomena. Such a qualitative analysis is very important, especially in applications outside physics, in cognition,
psychology, sociology, economics and politics, where in general, the degree of formalization is not so high as
in physics.
Our basic assumption is that i-atoms and fields and interaction between them can be operationally described
by the mathematical formalism of QT. Formally, this assumption implies all quantum-like features of our model,
including the quantum structure of energy levels and Bohr’s rule; see also spontaneous and stimulated emissions
and absorption. However, the situation is more complicated. In our purely information model, we do not have
physical space-time and cannot apply Schrödinger’s quantization to write the corresponding Schrödinger equation.
For example, discrete energy levels for an atom are a consequence of the use of the Coulomb potential. There are
no reasons to assume this potential for i-atoms precisely. Therefore, the discreteness of the energy levels of
i-atoms has to be postulated. In fact, only by trying to apply the quantum formalism outside physics is it possible
to understand the crucial role of Schrödinger’s quantization and the existence of the classical (Newtonian) physical
model in physical space-time completely. We do not have these kinds of classical information models in cognitive
and social sciences, that is models that we would be able to quantize and, as a result, be able to explore the
appropriate potentials resulting from this quantization.

4. Spontaneous and Stimulated Emission and Stimulated Absorption
Physical processes of spontaneous and stimulated (induced) emission and stimulated absorption are illustrated
by Figure 1. We now turn to the purely informational model.
We postulate the ability of i-atoms to spontaneously emit the quanta of information fields, in accordance with
Bohr’s rule (14). This feature is experimentally justified for information agents, at least human beings. (Humans
can “emit information quanta”, e.g., in the form of communications, spontaneously and seemingly acausally. Of
course, this is a complex problem of cognition closely related to the problem of free will. Additionally, we have
no possibility to discuss it here at a deeper level.) However, this may be, as well, for simpler bio-systems, down to
the cell level. In physics, spontaneous emission can be derived in the quantum field framework.
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Figure 1. Physics: emission and absorption of light quanta.
It is also postulated that an i-atom imposed on an information field can absorb its excitations and emit them,
again in agreement with (14). This statement also matches the behavior of information agents. An individual
imposed on a flow of information communications (which are treated as quanta of information energy) can raise
her/his information energy, e.g., the social energy, potentiality to perform social actions. The presence of an
external information flow can also stimulate the emission of information excitations. It is natural to assume that
such processes are probabilistic, and they are characterized by coefficients of transition probabilities. The standard
mathematical description is based on master equations. It is important to remark that these are classical master
equations, equations for probabilities and not quantum states (density operators). In fact, we proceed with a very
restricted set of quantum-like assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

discreteness
spontaneous and stimulated emission
Bohr’s rule
indistinguishability
Bose–Einstein statistics for excitations of information fields

Now, we write the standard master equations for spontaneous and stimulated processes of exchange of the
information energy. Consider two arbitrary levels of energy of the i-atom, E1 < E2 , and the transition energy
 = E2 − E1 .
We start with processes stimulated by an information field. In some sense, these processes are easier from
the interpretation viewpoint. Then, transitions between these levels as the result of interaction with the field are
described as follows. In an ensemble of i-atoms, if the numbers of i-atoms in these states are given by n1 , n2 , the
rate at which stimulated emission occurs is given by:
∂n2
∂n1
(t) = −
(t) = −B21 ρ()n2 (t),
∂t
∂t

(15)

where B21 ≥ 0 is the transition probability coefficient and ρ() is the energy density of the information field.
The rate of emission is thus proportional to the number of i-atoms (e.g., information agents) in the excited state
n2 and to the density of incident information quanta, excitations of the information field. In physics (for the
electromagnetic field), the proportionality constant B21 is known as the Einstein B-coefficient for that particular
transition, and ρ() is the radiation density of the incident field at the transition energy .
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At the same time, there will be a process of absorption that removes energy from the field while raising the
energy levels of i-atoms, from the lower state to the upper state. Its rate is given by an essentially identical equation:
∂n2
∂n1
(t) = −
(t) = B12 ρ()n1 (t).
(16)
∂t
∂t
The rate of absorption is thus proportional to the number of i-atoms in the lower state n1 and to the density of the
information field.
The assumption of the proportionality of the right-hand sides of the equations to the numbers of systems in
the corresponding states is standard for any master equation. Hence, here, the crucial point is proportionality
to the field density, which is also natural. However, in principle, especially in applications outside physics, this
assumption might be violated. Even in physics, this assumption has the restricted domain of validity. If a field
interacts with itself, then the nonlinear character of dependence has to be taken into account. This may happen
for fields of high intensity or with photons of high energy (when processes as pair production enter). Thus, by
analyzing the behavior of (i-atoms) atoms in high energy (information) fields, one has to be cautious; modifications
of Einstein’s theory may be needed.
Einstein showed that, for the electromagnetic field, the coefficients of transition must be equal, i.e.,
B12 = B21 .

(17)

In general, there are no reasons to expect that this equality will hold true in the general quantum-like
informational model; we shall come back to this problem in Section 5, in its last block.
Now, we turn to spontaneous emission. Here, n2 decays as:
∂n2
(t) = −A21 n2 (t),
(18)
∂t
where A21 ≥ 0 is the rate of spontaneous emission. In physics (for the electromagnetic field), this constant is
referred to as the Einstein A-coefficient.
By taking into account both spontaneous and stimulated emission and absorption, we obtain Einstein’s
balance equations:
∂n1
(t) = [A21 + B12 ρ()]n2 (t) − B12 ρ()n1 (t),
(19)
∂t
∂n2
(t) = −[A21 + B12 ρ()]n2 (t) + B12 ρ()n1 (t).
(20)
∂t
For the state of equilibrium, we have:
n2 A21 + n2 B12 ρ() = n1 B12 ρ()

(21)

Finally, we make the following important remark. In this section, we followed Einstein’s original line of
reasoning [42], i.e., the master Equations (19) and (21) are valid for any pair of systems, “atoms” and “field”,
which satisfy the system of Constraints 1–5. In fact, one need not require the applicability of the modern
quantum theory based on the Hilbert space formalism. Thus, although following the modern line of thought,
we invented information fields as quantum fields and i-atoms as quantum systems with discrete energy spectra, in
principle, we might proceed in the “old fashioned way”, as Einstein did, by using thermodynamical arguments and
a number of natural constraints on the energy levels of systems. In modern quantum physics, such an approach
is not so valuable, since the applicability of the quantum Hilbert space formalism is well tested and therefore
commonly accepted. However, in information theory, especially its applications to sociology, politics, economics
and finances, one cannot take the applicability of the standard Hilbert space formalism as granted. Here, it is more
natural to start, as we did in this section, to proceed in the original Einstein manner. We shall continue in the same
way in the next section.
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5. Einstein Coefficients, Balance Equation
In this abstract framework, we shall not fix the concrete value of the degeneration parameter ξ for photons;
see (12), namely ξ = 1. We shall neither use the concrete spacial distribution of energy, which is characteristic
for photons (this leads to the concrete energy density of the photon field in the state of equilibrium of the
energy exchange with atoms). We proceed with a general information boson field (gas of quanta) satisfying the
thermodynamical Constraint (12) and Assumptions 1–5 of Section 4.
We know that for the quantum electromagnetic field interacting with atoms, Einstein’s B-coefficients are equal.
Our aim is to find how they are related in the presented abstract model of the interaction of a field of information
quanta with the gas of i-atoms with discrete levels of the information energy. In physics, the standard derivation
of the equality (17) is based on the thermodynamical arguments. One uses the balance between stimulated and
spontaneous emissions in the state of equilibrium for the energy exchange between a field and the gas of atoms.
In particular, the Plank law for the black body radiation plays an important role. We mimic this derivation by using
not explicitly the black body radiation formula, but a more general thermodynamic formula (12). Our final output
is Formula (30). For ξ = 1, it coincides with Einstein’s equality (17).
The density of the field energy at the state ψk can be found as:
αs
1 µαs
−
ξe

α¯s = αs m̄s =

1

.

(22)

As physicists often do [43], we now proceed with the continuous energy parameter . Then:
¯ =


1 µ
ξe

−1

.

(23)

If we write the total number of states (states of the field generating quanta) with energies between  and  + d
as g()d, where g() is the density of states, then the density of the energy of the field can be written as:
ρ() = ¯g() =

g()
F ()
= 1 µ
,
−1
ξe − 1

1 µ
ξe

(24)

where F () = g().
Now, we consider the gas of i-atoms. By using Equality (6), the classical condition of the thermodynamical
equilibrium for gases of distinguishable systems (see Step 1 in Section 2), we obtain:
ni
e−µEi
=
.
N
Z

(25)

Set a ≡ ∆E = E2 − E1 . The balance equation for the energy exchange between “atoms” and the field has the
form (see (21)):
A21 e−µE2 + B21 e−µE2 ρ(a ) = B12 e−µE1 ρ(a ).
(26)
A21 e−µE2 + B21 e−µE2

F (a )
F (a )
= B12 e−µE1 eµa
,
−1
ξ −1

eµa
ξ

(27)

or:

eµa
− 1) + B21 F (a ) = B12 e−µa F (a ).
(28)
ξ
Since this equation holds for any value of the temperature parameter µ, (in our purely informational approach,
this parameter simply characterizes the average energy; so we can say, as well, “for any value of the average
energy”), we obtain the system of two equations:
A21 (

− A21 + B21 F (a ) = 0, A21 = B12 ξF (a ).

(29)
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B21
= ξ.
B12

(30)

In quantum physics for the electromagnetic field, i.e., the gas of photons, the parameter ξ = 1. Thus, the
Einstein equality (17) holds. This prevents approaching the population inversion for gain medias consisting of
two-level atoms. However, in general, for an “information gas”, there is no reasons to assume that Einstein’s
B-coefficients are equal. We have to consider two cases:

and:

B21
=ξ≥1
B12

(31)

B21
= ξ < 1.
B12

(32)

The first case is similar to quantum electrodynamics; here, the population inversion for the gain media of the
two levels atoms is impossible. The second case differs drastically from quantum electrodynamics: here, the
population inversion is possible even for two-level atoms.

6. Amplified Stimulated Emission of Information Energy: Two-Level Model
Now, everything is prepared for the introduction of “information lasers”. Such a “laser” is based on a population
of i-atoms (information agents) with the discrete structure of the levels of the information energy for its members,
gain medium. We first proceed with the simplest model: a population whose members have two levels of the
information energy. Typically, the majority of i-atoms (e.g., people) are in the ground state, the state of the minimal
information (social) energy E0 . However, by pumping the information energy into a population, its inversion can
be approached: the majority of i-atoms (people) will be in the exited state with the energy E1 > E0 . Population
inversion generated by “simple energy pumping” (cf. Section 7) can be approached only if the Einstein relation (17)
or, more generally, (31), is violated, i.e., (32) holds. As was pointed out in the previous section, this is impossible
in quantum electrodynamics, but a priori, there are no constraints preventing the realization of such an unphysical
situation for general information (and in particular, social) systems.
In physics, pumping typically is of the short pulse form. A strong pulse delivers a lot of energy to the gain
medium, but it has to be short, otherwise it may destroy the gain medium. The information energy pumping has
to have a similar structure: a short pulse of news. When population inversion is achieved, stimulated emission is
started. It can be either externally or internally generated. In the first case, emission is stimulated by a flow of
coherent news, having the energy given by Bohr’s rule:
a = ∆E = E1 − E0 .

(33)

In the second case, we have the information analog of spontaneous emission: in a population that was
saturated by energy pumping, one spontaneously emitted information (e.g., social) excitation can generate
stimulated emission.
In any event, stimulated emission starts, and it induces a cascade of coherent (information) excitations (of the
exponentially increasing strength). For example, for a human population, it leads to the coherent social action of
this population, e.g., in the form of a social protest. The latter can imply the realization of huge social energy.
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7. Information Laser: The Four-Level Model
The two-level model of a laser is the simplest possible. In physics, its main problem is that, here, it is difficult
to approach population inversion and, hence, to perform stimulated emission of high efficiency. However, as was
pointed out in the discussion about Equalities (31) and (32), for the stimulated emission-absorption of information
excitations, the situation might be better, and the two-level model of information lasers can have interesting
applications.
In physics, the best solution to the problem of population inversion is based on the use of the four energy level
model. For such a model, in quantum physics, a new type of emission, different from spontaneous and stimulated
emissions, plays the crucial role. This is non-radiative emission. Besides photons, quanta of the electromagnetic
field, atoms can emit phonons, quanta of mechanical motion.
This is a good place to make a remark about the interpretation of quanta. Phonons, quanta of spatial motion,
are “virtual,” rather than real: they are formal mathematical entities that are useful in the quantum-mechanical
treatment of atoms in space. Thus, one cannot imagine a phonon as a particle flying in space. This is not possible
for photons either. Quantum formalism is an operational formalism, and quanta are formal entities expressing
discrete exchanges of energy. This viewpoint offers support for our argument.
It is important to note that non-radiative relaxation occurs when the energy difference between the levels is very
small, and this typically occurs on a much faster time scale than radiative transitions. Thus, for such levels, one can
practically (but not completely) ignore spontaneous radiative emission. We are interested in mediums composed
of atoms such that electrons move quickly from a high energy level to a meta-stable level via small non-radiative
transitions and then make the final move down to the bottom level via a radiative transition, by emitting a photon.
For further application to information (and, in particular, social) modeling, it is valuable to note that
non-radiative transitions of large magnitudes do not occur frequently, because the crystal structure generally cannot
support large vibrations without destroying bonds. However, the energy of relaxations is typically not sufficient
for bonds’ destruction.
Consider i-atoms that can interact with quantized information fields of two types, say Φ-field and φ-field.
Atoms and fields satisfy Assumptions 1–5 of Section 4. The fields do not interact with each other, but interact with
i-atoms; the energy exchange matches Bohr’s rule (14). For laser functioning, it is important that excitations of
the Φ-field have essentially higher energy than excitations of the φ-field. In physics, excitations of the first type
are photons (radiation), and excitations of the second type are phonons.
In cognitive, social and psychological models, the Φ-field can be interpreted as representing, e.g., quanta of
the social energy and the φ-field quanta of the private energy (the first type of the information energy describes
potentiality to perform social actions, e.g., social protests; the second type describes potentiality to perform private
actions, e.g., tourism, outdoors activities, children, hobbies).
Our aim is to model stimulated emission of the cascade type of coherent Φ-field quanta; the φ-field quanta play
a subsidiary, but non-negligible role. For example, we can model social lasers, amplified stimulated emission of
a coherent wave of the social energy; see Section 8. Here, the presence of the private activity-field φ plays the
crucial role in preparation for population inversion, but not the formation of the coherent output.
Consider an i-atom with four energy levels, E0 < E1 < E2 < E3 , such that 32 , 10 < 21 , where
ij = Ei − Ej . Denote the probability of transition from the E0 -level to the E3 -level resulting from absorption
of the Φ-quantum of the energy 30 from the pump flow of Φ-quanta by W03 ; the probability of transition
from the E3 -level to the E0 -level resulting in the emission of Φ-quantum of the energy 30 is denoted by W30 .
In physics, for the quantum electromagnetic field, these probabilities are equal: the equality of the Einstein
B-coefficients; see (17). Therefore, the standard laser master equations are written for the pump transition
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probability Wp = W03 = W30 . The validity of this assumption in our informational model is a complex problem.
As was shown in (30), in general, W03 6= W30 , and we proceed in this framework, by setting:
Wp ≡ W03 = κW30 , κ = 1/ξ.

(34)

We also consider probabilities of relaxations, transitions from upper levels to lower ones, γij , i > j, different
from transition E3 → E0 . We assume that the probability of transition from the E3 -level to the E2 -level, γ32 ,
is very high; the next transition probability γ21 is very small. Thus, the E3 -level is meta-stable. Then, for the
next pair of levels, E1 → E0 transition, the probability γ10 is again very high. We introduce the time scales
of the corresponding transitions, τij , i > j. Here, τ32 and τ10 are very short, and τ21 is essentially longer. In
our information model, the notion of lifetime is well defined: the average time for a transformer of information
(information agent) to stay in the state of some concrete degree of excitement. For humans, the life time for
different levels of mental excitement can be measured in experimental cognitive psychology and psychophysics.
The coefficients γij combine spontaneous emission of quanta of both information fields. In gain mediums,
which can be used for lasers, the Φ-components of γ32 and γ10 are negligibly small compared to the φ-components;
for the coefficient γ21 , the situation is opposite: transition is practically reduced to the emission of the Φ-quanta.
Coming back to modeling of coherent waves of social activity, we couple γ32 and γ10 with private actions and γ21
with social actions.
We are interested in conditions leading to the steady state with population inversion. Of course, they are
well known and can be found in textbooks. Our aim is to present them in the non-physicist-friendly form and
without direct coupling to the quantum electromagnetic field and the virtual quantum field representing mechanical
vibrations of atoms in physical space. We proceed with two abstract quantum fields Φ and ψ. We remark that the
information interpretation assigned to these fields is not important in formal considerations. It is also useful to
remark that the analysis below is based on purely classical probabilistic considerations. Quantumness has been
already presented in Assumptions 1–5, Section 4. Equations similar to the one presented below can be written for
any four populations using the probabilities of transition from one population to another. We have the following
basic balance equation (by dividing it by the total number N of atoms, we can write the master equation):
dN3
= W03 N0 − W30 N3 − (γ32 + γ31 + γ30 )N3 .
dt

(35)

Set τ3 = γ13 , where γ3 = γ32 + γ31 + γ30 is the probability of the φ-transition from the exited state. Here, its
inverse τ3 is the life time for this state. Then:
dN3
= Wp (N0 − κN3 ) − N3 /τ4 .
dt
The steady state is determined by the condition

dN3
dt

N3 =

(36)

= 0:

Wp τ4
N0 ,
1 + Wp κτ4

(37)

Here, Wp τ4 is the “normalized pumping rate”. If τ4 is small, i.e., the probability γ3 is high, then the normalized
pumping rate is small, and the coefficient of proportionality between the number of excited i-atoms N3 and the
number of i-atoms in the ground state is approximately proportional to this rate:
N3 = Wp τ4 N0 .

(38)

Thus, pumping with the coefficient Wp generates the steady-state regime, and the number of excited i-atoms is
given by (37). Pumping with a higher probability of excitation generates more excited i-atoms; a longer lifetime
for the excited level has the same effect.
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Now, we briefly describe the rate dynamics leading to population inversion. We write the balance equations for
levels E2 and E1 :
dN2
= γ32 N3 − (γ21 + γ20 )N2
(39)
dt
or:
N3 N2
dN2
−
,
(40)
=
dt
τ32
τ2
where τ2 = 1/(γ21 + γ20 ) gives the time scale of transitions from the E2 -level to the levels with lower energy. For
the steady state generated by pumping, we get:
N2 =

τ3
N3 .
τ32

(41)

Our aim is to have as many i-atoms (information agents, humans) as possible, not in the E3 -state of the maximal
excitement, but in the metastable E2 -state. Thus, to have a good laser, the condition:
τ3 >> τ32

(42)

dN1
N3
N2
N1
= γ31 N3 + γ21 N2 − γ10 N1 =
+
−
.
dt
τ31 τ21 τ10

(43)

has to be fulfilled. Finally,

For the steady state, we obtain:
N1 = βN3 , where β =

τ10 τ32 τ10
+
.
τ21
τ31 τ2

(44)

To approach the population inversion for the pair of levels E1 and E2 , the coefficient β should be strictly less
than one.
In lasers with good gain medium, the probability of φ-field transition from the excited level with the energy E3
to the level with the energy E1 approximately equals zero, so τ31 >> 1. In such a case:
β=

τ10
.
τ21

(45)

Thus, the condition of population inversion has a very simple form:
β=

τ10
<< 1.
τ21

(46)

We repeat once again that no quantum physics has been involved; these are simple balance equations, which are
valid for arbitrary populations; the scenarios of the exchange by the fields’ quanta is determined by the lifetimes
of the levels.

8. Quantum-Like Model of the Social Laser
Our formalism can be applied to a variety of information phenomena; in light of my previous studies [16,59],
I am interested very much in mental models. For example, consider a population of information agents
(humans). Their information (mental) energy represents potentiality for mental actions. For simplicity, we restrict
considerations to social actions, by ignoring for a moment private activities. Here, we can speak about the social
energy. In this framework, we formulate a theory of social lasers, amplifiers of the social energy (potentiality
for social actions) by stimulated emission as the result of pumping of the social-mental energy with the aid of
the information field generated by mass-media, including TV, newspapers and the Internet. The social laser would
work only in populations/societies in which individuals have the discrete structure of the levels of the social energy.
In the simplest case, populations in which individuals can occupy only two mental states:
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• the ground state (family-job-family-vocations-...); the social energy equals E0 = 0;
• the excited state (socially active life); the social energy equals E1 , where E1 > E0 .
It is important that in the population/society that can serve as a kind of human gain medium, the difference
∆E = E1 − E0 has to be the same for all individuals (besides a small fraction). Such a population has to have the
homogeneous structuring of social energy. Larger deviation from homogeneity with respect to the magnitude ∆E
of the energy gap implies less coherence in the social laser output. Quanta of information that can be emitted by
an individual in the “∆E-population” have (at least approximately) the same social energy.
For example, in modern Western society, they carry the information about potential actions of the same
energetic magnitude, say anti-globalization, “occupy Wall Street”, for/anti-abortion, gay and refugee support
actions. Social actions of higher magnitude, such as the preparation of revolution, are absent (the number of
individuals with such an attitude is negligible compared to the total population). The same is valid for the
absorption of quanta of social energy. The majority of the population is sensitive only to information of the
energy magnitude matching with the social energy structure of this society. Quanta of information carrying too
high energy are ignored. For example, the message “Half of the world’s animals disappeared since 1970?” (the
Living Planet Index, an assessment of vertebrate populations, shows that between 1970 and 2010, terrestrial and
marine vertebrate populations both declined by 39%, and freshwater vertebrates declined by a whopping 76%;
altogether, the total rate of decline for vertebrates was 52%, meaning their populations have been cut in half since
1970) is not absorbed by the standard social atom; the energy of this communication does not match the standard
gap ∆E of our society.
To approach population inversion, such an energy-structured gain medium (human population) has to be
exposed to a pump of information communications carrying the energy of the magnitude ∆E. After population
inversion is achieved, either spontaneous or stimulated emission of an information quantum generates a cascade
of coherent information quanta. The social laser produces an exponentially increasing cascade of coherent social
actions, e.g., a wave of coherent social protests. The social laser can be used to model recent social protests that
have spread throughout the world, from the Middle East to South and Eastern Europe and the USA. In social and
political sciences, this wave of social protest is the subject of stormy debates, and plenty of mutually-contradicting
explanations were presented, for example [49–53]. We tried to explain the generation of such waves of coherent
social actions as a natural feature of the modern information society; see [54] for details.
Further discussion on the concepts of information, psychical (mental) and social energy will be presented in
Appendix A; in Appendix B we shall discuss the discrete structure of energy levels of physical and social atoms in
more detail.

9. Concluding Remarks
By starting from the information approach to quantum physics, Zeilinger–Brukner, Fuchs et al., D’Ariano et al.
(and physics in general, e.g., Wheeler’s “it from bit”), we presented a model of exchange by excitations between
abstract information processors (information agents) and quantized information fields. The key element of this
model is the notion of the information energy, the introduction of which is supported by the thermodynamical
analysis in Section 2. The latter was performed in the Gibbs–Schrödinger framework [43] by working with
ensembles of mental copies of an information system. Here, the quantum partition function can be derived in
a very abstract setting by exploring only the indistinguishability of systems. In this abstract informational setup (in
the same way as in “genuine quantum physics”), one can find that the only possible statistics of gases composed of
indistinguishable systems are either Bose–Einstein statistics or one of para-statistics (with Fermi–Dirac statistics
as the simplest among the latter).
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Then, starting with the basic assumption about the discreteness of energy levels for information
processors/agents, we show that Einstein’s balance equations for the quantum electromagnetic field can be
generalized to any quantized information field. The basic phenomena of quantum electrodynamics, spontaneous
and stimulated emissions and absorption, can be represented in the abstract way: for a wide class of quantized
information boson fields exchanging excitations with i-atoms (information processors/agents having the discrete
structure of energy levels).
In light of the presented thermodynamical and quantum-like modeling, it becomes clear that the standard
mechanism of laser functioning can be realized in the purely information framework as the amplification of
information energy (potentiality for actions in the information space) by stimulated emission under the condition
of population inversion for i-atoms.
The basic relation (30) for the B-coefficients implies that, in contrast to quantum physics, a priori, there
are no constraints for successful realization of the two-level model of the information laser: if Relation (32) for
the information analogs of Einstein’s B-coefficients holds, then population inversion can be achieved. Another
possibility is to violate the basic formula connecting Einstein’s B-coefficients, (30). This can be approached by
modeling self-interacting information fields; for example, information flows of very high intensity or fields with
excitations of very high energy, e.g., shock news in mass-media (unfortunately, the author has no expertize in such
generalizations of Einstein’s theory or even whether they exist at all).
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A. Appendix
A.1. Towards the Concept of Information Energy
We start with the comment of one of the reviewers of the paper: “My main question relates to how the key
notion of energy could be mapped to a quantity relevant in cognition or social theory, that is additive and discrete,
as required. Note, the general idea of approaching these issues through the informational physics doctrine (as the
author calls it) is easy to accept. After all, cognition is about the representation of the world, and so, if there is
quantum structure in cognition, then this is plausibly best understood in an informational approach. But, how could
we understand in more specific terms the idea of information energy? And in what ways could addictiveness and
discreteness arise? Relatedly, what is meant by the ability of information to lead to actions? What could be social
energy?” These are important and complex questions. In this Appendix and Appendix B, I try to find answers (at
least partial) to them.

A.2. Classical and Quantum Treatments of Energy
In science, the concept of energy goes back to to Aristotle’s conception of actus et potentia. “Energy” here was
used in the literal meaning of “activity” or “operation”. The concept of energy and its interrelation with action
was formalized in physics. Here, energy generates action; the latter has the dimension of energy × time. The
concept of physical energy was mathematically represented in the form of the generator of the state dynamics; in
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classical mechanics, in the form of Hamiltonian dynamics, and in quantum mechanics, in the form of Schrödinger’s
dynamics. In classical mechanics, physical energy is treated as an objective property of a system. The Hamilton
function expresses its qualitatively: if a system S is the state ψ given by some point (x, p) of the classical phase
space, then Eψ = H(x, p). In quantum mechanics, energy cannot be treated as an objective property of S, e.g., of
an electron. For the same state ψ (a normalized vector of a complex Hilbert space), energy can take a variety of
values, and the state determines the probabilities. Thus, quantum energy is shaky and undetermined; its only well
defined feature is to generate the state dynamics. In fact, this an axiom of quantum theory; in principle, there is no
reason to expect that the energy operator (which is created by quantization of the variables in the classical energy
function, the Hamilton function) should generate the state dynamics.
Now, we turn to the notion of a quantum state. This is one of the most complicated notions of quantum
mechanics. Its interpretation is the main foundational problem of quantum mechanics. The state of the art is
characterized by a huge diversity of interpretations. An important interpretational stream is based on treating a
quantum state as a physical state, e.g., in objective state collapse theories. We shall not criticize this viewpoint,
neither analyze other viewpoints on the meaning of a quantum state. We follow the recent interpretational stream
based on the purely information interpretation of a quantum state (see the Introduction). In this approach, the
primary notion is (quantum) information, and all other quantities, including energy are its derivatives. Thus,
quantum energy here acts not on physical systems, but on information states of these systems. This is the
generator of their dynamics. Thus, quantum energy treated as information energy acts on informational quantities.
Additionally, we would like to explore this concept of energy.
We remark that, although quantum energy cannot be treated as the objective property of a quantum system, it
preserves some fundamental features of classical “objective energy”. One such feature is the additivity of energy
in quantum mechanics. If S1 , ..., SN are non-interacting quantum systems, then Hamiltonian can be represented
as the sum of single system Hamiltonians. A measurement of energy of the compound system S consisting of
S1 , ..., SN gives the result equal to the sum of energies of subsystems.
Of course, our aim is to exclude physics from consideration completely and proceed in the purely informational
approach, to apply it outside of physics, e.g., in social science, cognition and psychology. In the abstract quantum
formalism, we need not operate with quantities defined on the physical space-time; we can operate, e.g., with
abstract operators of creation and annihilation acting on information states. From the formal operational viewpoint,
this approach is totally justified. The main problem is the measurement problem:
How can the social energy be measured?
This is a problem of great complexity. The present article is not aimed at solving it. In fact, this is not only the
problem of theories applying the quantum formalism outside of physics, but even of the information approach to
quantum physics; see the Introduction. There is a gap between the concept of quantum energy as the generator of
the dynamics of the information state and measurement procedures based on the transfer of quantum energy (which
is an information entity) to the physical energy of a macroscopic measurement device. We can just hope that in
the future, this problem of the purely informational treatment of energy will be solved in quantum physics and the
cognitive-psychological-social applications of quantum-like models. At the same time, it has to be pointed out that
the problem of the measurement of psychical energy has a long history, and here, some degree of formalization
has been achieved [63] (we turn to this question in the next section devoted to psychical energy). This experience
can be used to develop a consistent theory of measurement of the types of information energy that we use in the
“social laser project”: social and private energies.
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A.3. Psychical Energy
Now, we move to psychology. Although the present paper is not aimed at modeling of the psychological
behavior in general, but only its social dimension, the coming discussion about the use of the concept of energy
in psychological theories is useful, since it enlightens some important sides of the more general concept of
information energy. The concept of psychical energy is definitely essentially more elaborated than the concept
of social energy (however, here, we are mainly interested in the latter).
We recall that the concept of psychical (mental) energy played an important role in establishing modern
psychology. It was explored in the works of its fathers, in particular of W. James [64] and S. Freud [65,66],
later by C. Jung [63]; see also [67] for a physicist-friendly review. For psychologists (at least for some parts of
the community), just as physical energy acts upon physical objects, psychological energy acts upon psychological
entities, i.e., thoughts. Psychological energy and force were the basis of an attempt to formulate a scientific
theory according to which psychological phenomena would be subject to precise laws akin to how physical
objects are subject to Newton’s laws, in particular in the framework of psychodynamics [67]. This concept of
psychological energy is completely separate and distinct from (or even opposed to) the mystical eastern concept
of spiritual energy.
Freud’s starting point towards the theory of the unconscious-conscious interrelation was the law of conservation
of energy in physics, and he was also strongly influenced by the thermodynamical studies of von Helmholtz [67].
Freud just tried to extend this law of conservation to the psychical phenomena. This led him to the recognition
that a part of psychical energy can flow to conscious actions from an additional mental domain, which is not
unapproachable to the conscious introspective; he called this domain unconsciousness. Thus, the theory of
unconsciousness was born as a consequence of the law of conservation of energy, which was extended to the
mental domain. For Freud, the two types of energy, physical and psychical, were simply the two counterparts of
of the single entity, psycho-physical energy. He constructed a model of transition from the physical energy, the
energy of physiological processes in the human body, to the psychical energy. From the mathematical viewpoint,
this was the model of the diffusion type dynamics. Dynamics was based on the three levels of energy processing:
(1) flows of physiological energy (processes in the physical body); (2) flows of unconscious psychological energy
representing the world of things; and (3) flows of conscious psychological energy representing the world of words.
However, to be honest, I have to recognize that nowadays, Freud-like modeling of the psyche by means of flows
of psychical energy is far from main stream psychological studies. One of the main problems of this approach is
that it is based on the psychic analogy of classical physics; in particular, psychical energy is treated as an objective
property of an individual. It seems to be too naive of a picture. The quantum-like treatment of psychical energy,
as potentiality to perform psychical actions of various magnitudes, matches the real situation better. The classical
mechanical viewpoint of psychical energy has to be based on a proper mathematical model of a mental space.
Additionally, formalization of the notion of mental space is a problem of huge complexity by itself, i.e., even
without relation to the problem of the determination of psychical energy in the classical manner (we point to
some progress in this direction by using treelike p-adic spaces [68,69]; it is interesting that such spaces were also
borrowed from physics, p-adic theoretical physics [70]).
We remark that under the influence of the Maxwell theory of electromagnetic fields, both James and Freud
actively used the concept of psychical field. For example, for James, such a psychical field, as well as a physical
field can have different modes. This analogy led James [64] to the fundamental principle of complementary of
information belonging to different modes of consciousness (the words of James are italicized):
“It must be admitted, therefore that in certain persons, at least, the total possible consciousness may be split
into parts which coexist but mutually ignore each other, and share the object of knowledge between them. More
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remarkable still, they are complementary. Give an object to one of the consciousnesses, and by this very act you
remove it from the other or others. Barring a certain common fund of information, like the command of language,
etc., what the upper self knows the under self is ignorant of, and vice versa.”
According to historians of the development of quantum theory, N. Bohr read James’s book [64], and
the quantum principle of complementarity was borrowed from psychology. Here, we can see an interesting
loop of interdisciplinary influence: physical energy and fields 7→ psychical energy and fields 7→ the principle
of complementarity in psychology 7→ the principle of complementarity in quantum physics 7→ the purely
informational interpretation of the complementarity principle (in particular, in light of experiments of the quantum
eraser type)7→ quantum-like modeling of psychical energy and fields.
We recall that the double-slit quantum eraser experiment [71] consists of the following three parts:
• the experimenter reproduces the interference pattern of Young’s double-slit experiment by shining photons
at the double-slit interferometer and checking for an interference pattern at the detection screen.
• the experimenter marks through which slit each photon went, without disturbing its wave function, and
demonstrates that thereafter, the interference pattern is destroyed (this stage indicates that it is the existence
of the “which-path” information that causes the destruction of the interference pattern, thus not the real
physical disturbance (as was presented in the early works of Heisenberg), but the purely information
processing is crucial).
• the which-path information is erased, whereupon the interference pattern is recovered (rather than removing
or reversing any changes introduced into the photon or its path, these experiments typically produce another
change that obscures the markings produced earlier).
A key result is that it does not matter whether the eraser procedure is done before or after the detection of the
photons.
We also point to the correspondence between W. Pauli and Jung [72]. Influenced by Pauli, Jung started to
consider psychological processes as acausal, similar to quantum theory, where measurement outputs cannot be
reproduced by a causal model (at least this is the common interpretation of no-go theorems for so-called hidden
variables and the corresponding experimental tests). In some sense, this was the first step towards the quantum-like
approach to modeling of psychological phenomena, contrasting the causal Freud-like modeling.
Psychical (mental) energy can be considered as a special form of information energy. We just try to formalize
psychological phenomena by using the quantum formalism, instead of the methods of classical Newtonian physics
and classical thermodynamics.
The concept of information energy is more general than the concept of psychical energy. Psychical energy is
coupled to an individual. Information energy is coupled to any information communication, e.g., TV or newspaper
news or Internet posts.
Now, as was promised, we turn to the problem of the measurement of psychical energy. This problem was
studied in great detail by C. Jung [63]. Here, we just briefly point to the basics of Jung’s approach. From my
viewpoint, the main difference from physics is that an individual can perform self-measurements [16]. Therefore,
an individual can perform subjective measurements of her/his psychical energy by noting the subjective value
s/he places on various thoughts, feelings and behaviors. However, this only works for things of which s/he is
conscious. For Jung (as well as Freud), a large amount of psychical energy is hidden in unconsciousness, and it
cannot be measured through the subjective conscious introspective, because (by Freud’s theory of suppression)
consciousness can block various complexes of high energetic value. The main efforts of Jung were to develop a
theory of measurement for unconscious energy. Additionally, he proposed using for this the collective moral and
aesthetic values.
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A.4. Social Energy and Private Energy
Social energy generates social actions. Roughly speaking, social action has the dimension social energy× time.
The concept of social energy is close to the concept of psychical energy. However, by our general treatment of
information energy, social energy can be assigned not only to individuals, “social atoms”, but even to information
communications, those with the potential to generate social actions. For example, a TV communication that a
member of the apparatus of the president of some country (or even the president by herself/himself) is corrupted
or the message that a few protesters against some regime were killed at the central square of the capital, and so on.
The quantum-like framework gives the possibility for consistent operational treatment of social energy: the
generator of the social-state dynamics. As in general for information energy, the main problem is to develop
a proper theory of the measurement of social energy, in its quantum-like treatment as the potentiality of social
actions (with probabilities determined by the state of a social atom, the human individual).
The same can be said about private energy: it generates private actions. This concept is also close to the concept
of psychical energy. However, here, we again use a more general informational viewpoint. We do not consider
private energy as the objective property of an individual (as James or Freud would do). This is only potentiality to
perform private actions. Not only humans, but even information communications can carry such potentiality. For
example, a TV advertisement of travel to Majorca carries private energy; a message from a school teacher of your
kid also caries potentiality for private actions. Of course, the essential part of psychical energy is presented in the
form of private energy, e.g., Freudian libido-energy.
Now, we discuss the main problem: the measurement problem. Here, we can try to proceed following Jung’s
treatment of the problem of measurement of psychical energy. The subjective estimate of social and private
energies has to be combined with collective moral and aesthetic values. As an example, take the communications
(July 2014) about the Boeing-777 crash in Donbas. The high value of social energy assigned to them is based on
the moral values of the modern society. The communications about the previous crash of the Malaysian Boeing on
the way to China carried essentially smaller energy, although the number of dead people was approximately the
same as in Donbas.
Finally, we remark that social energy represented in the quantum-like framework has the additivity property. It
is natural to represent the generator of the dynamics of the mental state of a group of non-interacting (at the mental
level) people S1 , ..., SN as the sum of single-person Hamiltonians. Such a dynamics preserves the factorization
of the mental state of such a group of people. This theoretical construction matches with our heuristic picture of
social energy as leading to social actions. The action of a group of non-interacting people S1 , ..., SN is the sum of
actions. Thus, such collective action consumes the sum of psychical energies of individuals. Consider the trivial
example: a crowd of people express their psychical energy by crying some slogan, e.g., “Heil Hitler!” Their social
action is measured by the strength of sound. It is additive (of course, in reality, people in such a crowd are not
isolated; there is interaction and feedback, which lead to the increase of the strength of sound).

B. Appendix
B.1. Discrete Structure of Social Energy
We start with the following important remark about the discrete structure of energy levels of (physical) atoms.
The textbooks present an idealized picture of the sharp discretization of energy levels, i.e., in the population of
hydrogen atoms all atoms have the same ground state energy E0 and the same energy of the excited state E1 .
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The real situation is more complicated. In fact, the energy levels of atoms are distributed with some probability
distributions with mean values E0 and E1 . This is the result of the broadening of the spectral lines of atoms.
First, we have to modify notations. Set E0 = 0 and E1 = E. In this Appendix, the symbol ∆E will have the
meaning different from “the difference between energy levels,” i.e., in further consideration, ∆E is not equal to
E1 − E0 = E.
In reality, E is not the fixed number, but a random variable with the mean value E and the standard deviation
∆E. There are a few different sources of its randomness. One of them is that (as was repeatably emphasized in
Appendix A) quantum energy cannot be considered as an objective property of a quantum system S. Therefore, it
is impossible to “extract from S the exact value of energy”. This non-objectivity of quantum energy is reflected in
the energy-time uncertainty relation:
h
.
(47)
∆E∆t ≥
2π
Here, ∆t can be physically identified with the average life time for the excited level, the average time before
decaying to the ground level. Thus:
h
.
(48)
∆E ≥
2π∆t
Since any atom is subjected to spontaneous emission and ∆t 6= ∞, the dispersion of energy ∆E 6= 0. One
can imagine a Gauss-like shape of distribution of energies of atoms (of, e.g., hydrogen or helium). In general, this
intuitive image is correct. However, the explicit form of this distribution is given by the Lorentzian curve. It is
similar to the Gaussian one, but it has a sharper peakand wider wings than the Gaussian profile.
Thus, in fact, by speaking about the discrete levels of energy in an atom, E0 < E1 < ... < EN , we have to
have in mind the discrete chain of Gauss-like peakswith mean values equal to “the discrete levels of energy.”
The nonclassical feature of quantum energy expressed in the form of the energy-time uncertainty relation is
not the only reason for the broadening of the spectral lines of atoms’ radiation. For example, we can mention the
collisional broadening effect. However, the energy-time uncertainty effect is dominant, and in our quantum-like
modeling, we restrict consideration to this effect.
Therefore, we turn to social atoms and energy. Assuming the validity of the quantum-like operational
description, we reproduce the same effects of broadening as for physical atoms and energy. If average life time ∆t,
i.e., the time before the excited human will relax by performing a social action, is small, then the energy dispersion
is large, and we have a practically continuous distribution with unsharp hills. Thus, to have a sharper discrete
structure of social energy, a population under consideration has to have a sufficiently long life time for the excited
state. An excited individual has to not “decay” immediately after receiving a quantum of social excitation.
It is interesting to follow M. Eliade [73] in his comparative historical analysis of the behavior of humans from
the middle ages to our days. He emphasized the difference in behavior. In the middle ages, people’s behavior was
characterized by immediate reactions, “a quantum of social energy”, e.g., the form of an oral message, generated
an excitation of a person and then practically immediate “decay” in the form of an action (often brutal and bloody).
Eliade compared this type of behavior (short life time of the state of excitation) with the behavior of “modern man”,
whose reactions are typically not immediate. Of course, this paper is not directed to study the problem of life time
for human social excitations. However, it may stimulate such studies.
Thus, in the historical retrospective, human behavior can be definitely characterized by increasing the life time
of excited states of social atoms. This is one of the main reasons for the discretization of the levels of social energy,
sharpening of peaksof probability distributions. A population consisting of “modern civilized men” is a better gain
media for stimulated amplification of social actions.
Now, we are ready to answer (or at least to try) the following fundamental question: Why should the social
energy gap between ground and excited state be equal for all members of the population? From the above
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discussion of broadening of (physical and social) energy levels, it is clear that in reality, one has to consider
not the exact value of the gap between ground and excited state, but its dispersion with respect to the population of
atoms or social atoms. Thus, in fact, the question is not about the exact the same gap throughout some population,
but about the conditions for the small standard deviation in this population. We hope that the above reasoning
about the long life time of social atoms, “modern men”, was convincing. Of course, the crucial point of those
considerations was the assumption of the possibility to apply the mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics to
cognition, psychological and sociological behavior (it implies, in particular, the energy-time uncertainty relation).
The Introduction of this paper contains the extended discussion motivating the quantum-like approach. Here, we
just point to the paper [74] about the design of an image recognition experiment to test a quantum-like uncertainty
relation involving the time variable.
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